
Surgeon general exhibit Diagram anD Set-uP SuPPort

Section 1 (a-D) (Front) Section 2 (a-D) (Front)

Section 3 (a-D) (back) Section 4 (a-D) (back)

Each frame holds: 

15 magnet bars 
4 Panels on each side (8 front and back)
lights, if needed are located in the lids of each 
case and are attached 

This exhibit is usually displayed with  
sections 1 and 2 on the front of the exhibit 
and sections 3 and 4 on the rear of the exhibit.

The black lines provide a rough idea as to 
where panels begin and end, They will not be 
visible on the final exhibit.  



The setup variations:
Panels can be butted against 
one another side by side 

or they can be separated to fit 
your space (more end caps are 
needed for this setup).

General Setup instructions:

1) open case.  if needed, lights are stored in the 
case lid. lights connect to the top of the frame. 

2) Frame: Pull out and expand the metal pop-up 
frame. magnets on the frame should be pushed 
together so that the frame is free standing. (Fig 1) 

3) magnetic bars: remove magnetic bars and ap-
ply them to the metal frame. magnetic ends snap 
to the frame. - There are 15 bars per side - total 
30 per frame. The bars add strength to the frame 
and hold the magnetized panels in place. (Fig 2) 

4) Panels: remove the graphic panels from the 
container. lay them flat. There are 4 panels per 
side and 2 end caps. end caps curve around the 
ends of the frames on each end of the display.   

5) With magnetic bars in place, Find the purple 
tabs at the top of each panel. Position and hang 
panels onto the purple tabs at the top of the 
metal frame. be sure that the panels are straight 
as you position them against the magnetic bars. 
The panels should almost snap into place. (Fig 3). 
repeat with the remaining panels.  

6) end caps. The end caps curve around the ends 
of the exhibit connecting the front panel to the 
back panel with a 1/2 circle piece of material. You 
should have enough space on the first and last 
magnetic bars to hold these in place. 

* Some curling may occur at the bottoms of the 
panels. The should uncurl in time.

Fig 3

Fig 1.

Fig 2.

contents of 20 ft walk around

2 rolling cases 

2 metal frames

30 magnetic bars for each 
metal frame - 15 front and 
15 back.  60 bars in all for the 
entire exhibit. 

16 graphic panels (8 per case) 
and 2 end caps per case.

lighting if needed is stored in 
the lids of each rolling case. 
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Questions/set up assistance contact
anthony brown (716) 465-2172
anthony.brown@roswellpark.org  or, 
travis Poole (843) 876-2435
poolet@musc.edu


